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Uncertainties in the analysis of recent u- meson 
1 2 scattering experiments * have emphasized the necessity for 

a reasonably accurate estimate of the modification in the 

Coulomb multiple scattering distribution required to properly 

take into account the finite extension of the nucleus, 
o 

In particular, cosmic ray experiments performed 

recently have been interpreted as indicating the existence 

of an anomalous (i*e, non-electromagnetic) n-nuclear inter* 

action which cannot be explained in terms of known p. meson 

Interaction processes* In most of these experiments the 

multiple scattering distribution of relatlvlstic n mesons 

from 2 or 5 cm* lead plates is measured; then the experimental 

results are compared with the predictions of the Olbert^ and 

Moliere^" multiple scattering theories. Although by no means 

the only difficulty arising in the interpretation of such 

experiments, one of the most striking is the absence of a 

reliable estimate of the expected electromagnetic multiple 

scattering distribution at large angles. 
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In the Moliere multiple scattering theory the nucleus is 

treated as a point charge. The single scattering cross section 

is taken to be the Rutherford cross section modified at small 

angles due td electron shielding. In the Olbert theory an 

attempt is made to estimate the effect of the nuclear extension 

by multiplying the single scattering law for projected angles 

by a step function whioh cuts off all single scattering beyond 

a certain projected angle. This gives a very great under- 

estimate of the multiple scattering at angles beyond the cut- 

off angle where the Olbert distribution has a Gaussian drop* 

off and soon falls greatly below any reasonable single scat- 

tering curve.  It is easily seen that the correct multiple 

scattering curve should always fall above the single scattering 

curve at large angles (for a reasonable choice of the single 

scattering law). 

We have therefore attempted to develop procedures for 

solving the multiple scattering problem starting with single 

scattering cross sections of the form 

twi'V-^i&efr 
ip  is the projected angle and (A^ is the screening angle* 

|rv ( fifA is the nuclear form factor,' where r^(o)z. I  and 

F/V (*P/tj?) decreases approximately asC^  for large values 

of lp • d£,~ -—•  and R is the nuclear radius, 
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Two completely Independent methods for solving this kind 

of a problem have been developed and applied to the case of 

the multiple scattering of relativistic \i  mesons from 2 cm, 

of lead. The two methods give results that are in agreement 

with one another. 

The first method might be characterized as a "brute force" 

numerical folding together of several partial distributions 

which together add up to the selected distribution of single 

scatterings. Such a method at first seemed hopelessly tedious, 

but several approximations were used which greatly speeded 

up the calculations without introducing excessive errors. The 

final calculation required about two days of slide rule and 

desk calculator time to obtain results which are estimated to 

be good to 1-2 percent at small angles and 5-10 percent at 

large angles (aside froiu errors in the assumed form factor). 

This method has the advantage of giving a good insight into 

the way the final result develops in terras of the physical 

processes. 

The second method is an extension of the Moliere theory 

in which F<y (^/u/.) is included as part of the single scattering 

cross section, \i'he derivation will be given in an article 

to follow,) The multiple scattering law deduced by this 

second method can be expressed analytically and the difficult 

part of the calculation reduces to the evaluation of one 
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integral which can be done readily by numerical methods• 

We obtain: 

— 

where x and xo are proportional to <f and (fe, • 

Formula (a) is the same as Moliere's formula except for 

the last terra which gives the correction due to the nuclear 

extension. It is seen that if/"(yxe)»f  (point nucleus) 

the correction term is zero* For large values of x, formula (a) 

is inconvenient because the correction term is large compared 

to the net value of M(x) • ^ this case, however, (b) is 

convenient; especially so where x is large enough so that the 

first term in (b) can be negleoted due to the smallness of 

g* * • The two formulas cen be used to evaluate /Vi f>Ofor all 

values of x. It is also to be noticed that a single calculation 

will serve for all momenta in the relativistic region as the 

integral depends uponyfi^. / , The integrals were evaluated 

numerically using Weddleis' rule and grid spacings and values of 

jf<of 1/2 and 1/lj., Comparison of the results for the two grid 
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spaolngs indicates that errors resulting from the numerical 

integrations are quite small. 

We carried through calculations for the case (Figure 1) 

of 2 cm. Pb and cp » 1 Bev and used ^/v (*f/fj\m  1.00, 0,82, 

0.50, 0.15 and \2(f/fSV   for f/%   - 0, 1, 2, 3 and h. 

This particular choice of Ft*   is intended to slightly under- 

estimate the nuclear sise effects, but otherwise to represent 

our best guess as to the "correct" form factor on the basis 

of recent experiments. We chose R = 1.1 A '* x 10 -* cm# g^ 

applied ^>y to the law for projected scattering. This should 

give nearly the same result as choosing R « 1.0 x A ' •* x lO'^cm^ 

with f-n    applied to the law for total angle scattering. Inelastic 

scattering was not included hsre, but will be discussed in the 

article to follow. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig*  1      Curves  appropriate to cp • 1 Bev and 2 c-m,   Pb# 

Kultxply  {r/'jk  )  by l»7l(- for Bev,  decrees.    Curve 

A - Moliarej  B = poin4- ma'.eus  B.irgle scattering; 

F    =  ^ss-Jir.ed nuclear .form factor,   C  = sizable 

scattering lew .'nclcrlar.g    F^j   MS *- resulting 

raulvV-jle  scott.<n*5i:g IP.WJ   0 ~ Oihert diparltoution with 

single  scattering cut-off at   if/^) s !••!« 
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